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Category Item
Reported on Page 
Number/Line 
Number

Reported on  
Section/Paragraph

Title and abstract 

Is the design of the study stated in the title and/or abstract?

Introduction 

a) Is there an explanation of why the research is necessary, placing the study in context of previous work in relevant fields?

b) Is the purpose or aim of the paper explained?

Methods

Research tool a) Is the questionnaire described?

b) If an existing tool was used, are its psychometric properties presented?

c) If an existing tool was used, are references to the original work provided?

d) If a new tool was used, are the procedures used to develop and pre-test provided?

e) If a new tool was used, have its reliability and validity been reported?

f) Is a description of the scoring procedures provided?

Sample selection a) Is there a description of the survey population and the sample frame used to identify this population?

b) Do the authors provide a description of how representative the sample is of the underlying population?

c) Is a sample size calculation or rationale/justification for the sample size presented?

Survey 

administration

a) Mode of administration?

b) Do the authors provide information on the type of contact and how many attempts were made to contact subjects (i.e.,

prenotification by letter or telephone, reminder postcard, duplicate questionnaire with reminder)?

c) Do the authors report whether incentives were provided (financial or other)?

d) Is there a description of who approached potential participants (e.g., identification of who signed the covering letter)?

Quality assessment criteria for survey research reports
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Analysis a) Is the method of data analysis described?

b) Do the authors provide methods for analysis of nonresponse error?

c) Is the method for calculating response rate provided?

d) Are definitions provided for complete versus partial completions?

e) Are the methods for handling item missing data provided?

Results

a) Is the response rate reported?

b) Are all respondents accounted for?

c) Is information given on how nonrespondents differ from respondents?

d) Are the results clearly presented?

e) Do the results address the objective(s)?

Discussion

a) Are the results summarized with reference to the study objectives?

b) Are the strengths of the study stated?

c) Are the limitations of the study (taking into account potential sources of bias or imprecision) stated?

d) Is there explicit discussion of the generalizability (external validity) of the results?

Ethical quality indicators

a) Study funding reported?

b) Research Ethics Board (REB) review reported?

c) Reporting of subject consent procedures?
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Article Information: http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/tau-19-808

*As the checklist was provided upon initial submission, the page number/line number reported may be changed due to copyediting and may not be referable in the published version. In this case, the 
section/paragraph may be used as an alternative reference.
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	文本域25: 5/94-98
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	文本域29: 5/98-99
	文本域33: In KCHS, a trained investigator visited the selected households and conducted a face-to-face interview
	文本域31: N/A
	文本域34: N/A
	文本域4: A cross-sectional analysis has been performed and a total of 86637 participants among total registered population of 229226 in Korean Community Health Survey (KCHS) were included for final analysis. 
	文本域6: Possible links between sodium intake and BPH/LUTS may be explained by two points: 1) indirect effects from HTN by sodium intake (6,9); 2) direct effects on bladder epithelial sodium channel (10,11). Sodium intake is a major risk factor for developing or aggravating HTN such that HTN patients can be devised by two ways: those who are sensitive to sodium intake or those who are insensitive to sodium intake.  
	文本域8: The main hypothesis of this study is that sodium preference may indirectly impact BPH/LUTS via aggravation of the circulation system including BPH, hyperactivation of adrenergic nerve system, and direct stimulation of the bladder epithelium. We investigated the association between sodium preference and LUTS, and we also investigated possible moderator effect of fruit and vegetable intake. 
	文本域10: This study measured the LUTS of subjects based on responses from the Korean version of International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS) Questionnaire on KCHS, which is one of the most widely-used tools for evaluating LUTS. 
	文本域12: N/A
	文本域14: N/A
	文本域16: N/A
	文本域18: N/A
	文本域20: Dependent variables were the total sum of IPSS (IPSS total), IPSS grade (mild: IPSS total (0-7), moderate (8-19), severe (20-35))
	文本域22: This study excluded 142,589 respondents who were female, who reported currently receiving treatment with prostatic hyperplasia to prevent the bias that may effect on LUTS, who have missing data in International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS), dietary behavior variables, or covariates. Finally, 86,637 respondents were included in study subjects (Figure 1).
	文本域24: The KCHS used multistage sampling design so as to ensure national representativeness. First, a primary sampling unit was extracted through the number of households in each of the smallest governmental administrative units using a probability proportionate to the size sampling method. Next, five sample households on average were extracted in sampling point using systematic sampling methods. 
	文本域26: The KCHS used multistage sampling design so as to ensure national representativeness. First, a primary sampling unit was extracted through the number of households in each of the smallest governmental administrative units using a probability proportionate to the size sampling method. Next, five sample households on average were extracted in sampling point using systematic sampling methods. 
	文本域28: In KCHS, a trained investigator visited the selected households and conducted a face-to-face interview
	文本域32: N/A
	文本域35: N/A
	文本域36: 7/135-151
	文本域37: 5/99-102
	文本域38: 7/143-145
	文本域39: N/A
	文本域44: 5/99-102
	文本域46: 18/398
	文本域48: 18/398
	文本域52: 8/161-169
	文本域56: 11/224-226
	文本域60: 12/239-13/271
	文本域64: 15/299-300
	文本域68: 8/156-158
	文本域50: N/A
	文本域53: 8/170-9/187
	文本域57: 13/272-277
	文本域61: 11/227-12/238
	文本域65: 8/153-158
	文本域40: Descriptive analysis was conducted in order to describe the socio-demographic and LUTS characteristics of the study population. The frequency and percentage by IPSS grade were reported. A Chi-squared test was performed in order to identify the group differences. Considering the characteristics of each dependent variable, a set of multivariable regression models were estimated in order to investigate the relationship between LUTS measured by IPSS and salt intake among Korean male adults. The negative binomial regression (for the IPSS total, IPSS voiding, and IPSS storage symptoms), ordinal logistic regression (for the IPSS grade), and binomial logistic regression (for the IPSS nocturia symptoms) were conducted so as to adjust the independent variables and covariates. The adjusted odds ratio (OR) or coefficient from each model with 95% confidence interval (CI) estimates were reported by applying complex sampling design and benchmark weight from KCHS to ensure the reliability. In order to differentiate the effect between socio-demographics, comorbidity covariates, and dietary behaviors, a two-step approach was used. The first model was adjusted for socio-demographic factors and comorbidities. The second model was additionally adjusted for dietary behaviors. All statistical procedures were carried out using Stata version 14.2 (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas, USA). The threshold for statistical significance was 0.05 (two-tailed).
	文本域41: This study excluded 142,589 respondents who were female, who reported currently receiving treatment with prostatic hyperplasia to prevent the bias that may effect on LUTS, who have missing data in International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS), dietary behavior variables, or covariates. 
	文本域42: The adjusted odds ratio (OR) or coefficient from each model with 95% confidence interval (CI) estimates were reported by applying complex sampling design and benchmark weight from KCHS to ensure the reliability. 
	文本域43: N/A
	文本域45: This study excluded 142,589 respondents who were female, who reported currently receiving treatment with prostatic hyperplasia to prevent the bias that may effect on LUTS, who have missing data in International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS), dietary behavior variables, or covariates. 
	文本域47: Figure 1. Deposition of study inclusion
	文本域49: igure 1. Deposition of study inclusion
	文本域54: Table 1 summarized the socio-demographic and LUTS characteristics of study subjects. Among 86,637 study subjects, 77,332 (89.3%) were classified as “mild”, 7,525 (8.4%) were “moderate”, and 1,777 (2.1%) were “severe” symptoms according to IPSS grade. Those who being older, separated, divorced, or widowed in marital status, lower education level or household income, residing in rural region, having hypertension, diabetes mellitus, or dyslipidemia, regularly eat breakfast, eat less fruit or vegetables, and prefer salty taste were tending to be have worse IPSS grade condition compared to their counterparts. The distribution of study subjects by IPSS grade showed significant difference in all the independent variables and covariates (p<0.01).
	文本域58: In our study, not only storage LUTS but also voiding LUTS was significantly related with sodium intake.
	文本域62: Although we have performed thorough analysis, there still remain several limitations. First, cross-sectional study design hampers the establishment of a causal effect of sodium preference on the severity of LUTS. However, designing a randomized controlled trial with this issue is not easy. Second, BMI data is missing in our analysis. Although several studies have showed that obesity is related with the severity of LUTS (27), to date, the association between BMI and severity of LUTS remains controversial (28). Third, the degree of sodium preference has been measured by subjective questionnaire. Measurement of urinary sodium is important to truly quantify the degree of sodium preference, as shown in other studies (8). Although our study did not measure the direct urine sodium concentrations, several studies already showed the relationship between urine sodium concentrations and self-assessed preference sodium scale. Shim et al (29) showed significant relationship between self-assessed preference for saltiness and actual sodium intake using 127 item dish frequency questionnaire. In their study, salty taste preference showed positive correlation with daily sodium intake and sodium intake-increasing behaviors. Kim et al (30) also showed that salty taste thresholds among normal controls and non-dialysis chronic kidney disease patients were related with salty taste thresholds or preferences and urine sodium concentrations. Fourth, respondents who may have poor nutritional or eating habits were excluded from the study due to missing information in socioeconomic factors. Those who refuse to report characteristics such as household income or education level tend to be have low socioeconomic status which might be associated with bad dietary patterns or nutrition quality. Lastly, the U-shaped distribution between sodium preference and the severity of LUTS could not be fully explained. However, as shown in the similar distribution between sodium preference and CVD mortality, reverse causation could be a possible factor for explaining the association between low sodium preference and aggravation of LUTS, which implies that those patients with HTN or CVD are not willing to intake sodium to prevent future CVD aggravation. However, in our study, the U-shaped distribution was still consistent after adjusting for HTN. Another possible reason for this U-shaped distribution is the activation of the renin-anagiotensin-aldosterone (RAA) system. As is well known, sodium is an essential component for maintaining human physiology and a level of below 3.0g/day could cause the activation of the RAA system (31-33). Interestingly, the activation of RAA is related with the aggravation of BPH such that angiotensin II peptide in the basal layer of prostate and angiotensin1 receptor on stroma of prostate were expressed, which suggests that angiotensin II may be ted with paracrine functions on hyperplasia of epithelial cells and hypertrophy of smooth muscle of prostate (34).Although we have performed thorough analysis, there still remain several limitations. First, cross-sectional study design hampers the establishment of a causal effect of sodium preference on the severity of LUTS. However, designing a randomized controlled trial with this issue is not easy. Second, BMI data is missing in our analysis. Although several studies have showed that obesity is related with the severity of LUTS (27), to date, the association between BMI and severity of LUTS remains controversial (28). Third, the degree of sodium preference has been measured by subjective questionnaire. Measurement of urinary sodium is important to truly quantify the degree of sodium preference, as shown in other studies (8). Although our study did not measure the direct urine sodium concentrations, several studies already showed the relationship between urine sodium concentrations and self-assessed preference sodium scale. Shim et al (29) showed significant relationship between self-assessed preference for saltiness and actual sodium intake using 127 item dish frequency questionnaire. In their study, salty taste preference showed positive correlation with daily sodium intake and sodium intake-increasing behaviors. Kim et al (30) also showed that salty taste thresholds among normal controls and non-dialysis chronic kidney disease patients were related with salty taste thresholds or preferences and urine sodium concentrations. Fourth, respondents who may have poor nutritional or eating habits were excluded from the study due to missing information in socioeconomic factors. Those who refuse to report characteristics such as household income or education level tend to be have low socioeconomic status which might be associated with bad dietary patterns or nutrition quality. Lastly, the U-shaped distribution between sodium preference and the severity of LUTS could not be fully explained. However, as shown in the similar distribution between sodium preference and CVD mortality, reverse causation could be a possible factor for explaining the association between low sodium preference and aggravation of LUTS, which implies that those patients with HTN or CVD are not willing to intake sodium to prevent future CVD aggravation. However, in our study, the U-shaped distribution was still consistent after adjusting for HTN. Another possible reason for this U-shaped distribution is the activation of the renin-anagiotensin-aldosterone (RAA) system. As is well known, sodium is an essential component for maintaining human physiology and a level of below 3.0g/day could cause the activation of the RAA system (31-33). Interestingly, the activation of RAA is related with the aggravation of BPH such that angiotensin II peptide in the basal layer of prostate and angiotensin1 receptor on stroma of prostate were expressed, which suggests that angiotensin II may be ted with paracrine functions on hyperplasia of epithelial cells and hypertrophy of smooth muscle of prostate (34).
	文本域66: The present research was supported by the research fund of Dankook University in 2019.
	文本域70: There are no confidentiality risks to the participants of this study because the survey data were completely anonymized.
	文本域51: N/A
	文本域55: Table 2 to 6 were presenting the results from the multivariable analysis on IPSS total score, grade, voiding, storage, and nocturia symptoms respectively. It was identified that subjects those who prefered salty taste were significantly associated with higher IPSS total score (coefficient=0.31; 95% CI=0.27 to 0.35; p<0.01; Table 2), increased risk of having worst IPSS grade (OR=1.46; 95% CI=1.35 to 1.57; p<0.01; Table 3), higher IPSS voiding score (coefficient=0.38; 95% CI=0.32 to 0.44; p<0.01; Table 4), higher IPSS storage score (coefficient=0.25; 95% CI=0.22 to 0.29; p<0.01; Table 5), and increased risk of having IPSS nocturia symptoms (OR=1.21; 95% CI=1.16 to 1.27; p<0.01; Table 6) compared to subjects with neutral taste preference group. Subjects who prefer bland taste was also significantly associated with higher IPSS total score (coefficient=0.08; 95% CI=0.03 to 0.12; p<0.01; Table 2), higher IPSS voiding score (coefficient=0.08; 95% CI=0.02 to 0.15; p=0.02; Table 4), and higher IPSS storage score (coefficient=0.08; 95% CI=0.03 to 0.12; p<0.01; Table 5) compared to subjects who did not prefer the too salty or bland taste. However, degree of likelihood was relatively lower than those who prefer salty taste. To look at the association between IPSS score and salt intake, it showed a U-shaped pattern (Figure 2). An elevated IPSS score was observed among aged 50 or higher compared to age under 50 (see unit of y axis in both figures), but trend of "U" curve was persisted in both aged under and over 50 (Supplementary Figure 1 and 2).
	文本域59: Aside from the merit of our study in that it includes a large population, another strength is that we also investigated dietary patterns including vegetable, fruit, and breakfast pattern. Although several studies have investigated the association between fruit or vegetable intake and the severity of LUTS, they did not consider sodium intake together. Liu et al (1) reported that fruit and vegetable intake were significantly associated with reduced IPSS and Rohrmann et al (3) reported that vegetable intake was inversely associated with BPH, however, fruit intake was not.
	文本域63: Other indirect effects include neurotransmitters such as catecholamine which is overexpressed in HTN. Increased sympathetic activation and neurotransmitters stimulate not only the bladder but also the prostate such that they affect smooth muscle tone in prostate, which aggravates the BPH/LUTS (21). Sympathetic hyper-innervation also charges for the pathogenesis of BPH, which could result in ventral prostate hyperplasia (22). Moreover, nerve growth factor is involved in the pathogenesis of BPH in response to sympathetic hyper-innervation (23). In our study, not only storage LUTS but also voiding LUTS was significantly related with sodium intake.The direct stimulation of sodium intake on bladder epithelium which explains storage symptoms has been introduced by several experimental studies (6,11). Yamamoto et al (6) reported that high salt intake evokes the upregulation of the sodium channel in bladder epithelium. During stimulation, bioactive substances including neurotransmitters are released from bladder epithelium, which explains the aggravation of storage symptoms by the abnormal activation of bladder afferent pathways (4,24). Interestingly, the upregulation of bladder epithelial sodium channel showed significant correlation with urinary storage symptoms by IPSS (25).  Recently, Matsuo et al (26) showed in their large cross-sectional study that estimated daily salt intake was positively correlated with daily time frequency and night time frequency. Main mechanism to explain this relationship is salt intake-related polydipsia due to the increased osmotic pressure of blood.
	文本域67: The procedures of this study were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of *** University Seoul Hospital with a waiver for informed consent (No. 2018-07-017). The KCHS data is openly accessible at the national public repository (http://chs.cdc.go.kr). There are no confidentiality risks to the participants of this study because the survey data were completely anonymized.


